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Summary
Aproblem of relevancetothe
design of multiple access
protocols is the following : Let X1,...,Xs be i.i.d. random variibles uniformly distributed in [ O . 11. We have to determine the
N,as follows : Given N. we pick a set A(1) E
largest Xi ,1 6 i
[ O . 11 and ask "Do you belong to A(1) ? " , whereupon eachX,
responds with a yes or a no. Based on these responses we pick a
? ",
set A(2) C [0, 11 and ask " Do you belong to the set A(2)
and so on. Is there an optimal strategy to choose the sets A(1).
A(2). ... so astominimizethe
expected number of questions
requiredtodeterminethelargest
Xi ? Further,what is the
infimum of the expected number of questions required ? Arrow
et.al.provetheexistence
of astrategythat
is optimalinthe
class of strategies where every set A(i) is
of the form (a(i) 11.
f o r some a(i) E [O. 1 ) . We show that this same strategy is also
optimal in the largerclass
of strategieswheretheA(i)are
allowed to be finite unions of right closed, left open intervals.
Modulomeasuretheoretictechnicalitiesthissolvesthe
general
problem.

tively clear tnat it is possible to set u p a dynamic programming
recursioninthis
case, todeterminetheoptimalright-handed
strategy.
It is natural to try to investigate whether we can decrease
the expected number of questionsrequiredwhenarbitrary
binary questions are allowed. Such a question
is of the type :
Pick a set A E [ O . 11 and ask " Does your number belong to the
is one that picksa
setA ? ' I . Thus the mostgeneralstrategy
subsetA(1) of [ O , 11 andasks:"Doesyournumber
belong to
A(1) ? ". Then, based on the responses it picks a subset" A(2)
and asks : " Does your number belong to the set A(2) ? and
so on.Canwedoanybetterwithsuchgeneralstrategies
as
compared to the strategies considered in [APS] ?.
The fundamental difficulty with approaching this
issue is
thatthere is no obvious way to set up a recursion. The
reader is welcome to experiment to disprove this statement.
To avoid
measure
theoretic
technicalities,
while
still
retaining the flavor of the problem, we restrict attention to subsets of [ O , 11 that are finite unions of half open intervals of the
type ( a .b] where a E [0, l).b E (0,11 and Q 6 b . Eventhen,
setting up a manageable recursion, (which subsequently has to
be analyzedtodeterminetheoptimal
choice of setsseems
hard. Let us call the class of strategies where all questions are
of the above type the class of finite strategies. The main result
of this paper is the following.
Theorem.
Considertheproblem
P.For each N. thereexistsastrategywhich is optimal in theclass of finitestrategies.Infact.
this is precisely the one which is optimum in the smaller class
of right-handedstrategies.Thusthere
is nothing to be gained
by allowing this added generality.
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Introduction
Intheirpaper
[l]. Arrow, Pesotchinsky and
Sobel,[APS],
have considered the following problem, which. for future reference, we shall call problem P.
P:
Let XI,...,Xx be i.i.d. randomvariablesuniformlydistributed in [ O , 11. The aim is to decide which Xi .1 i
N is
the largest, by means
of binary questions. namely questions to which the response is a simple yes or no. We ask
aquestion,and each Xi responds. Based ontheresponses
we ask the next question. etc.
Is there an optimal strategy
for choosing the questions so as to minimize the
expected
number of questions it takestodeterminewhichX,
is
largest ? Further, what is the infimum expected number of
questions we can achieve over all strategies ?
This problem has relevance t o the design of multiple access
protocols. Here the scenario is that there are S contenders each
of whom has a message which he desires to transmit over a single bus. A fair scheme to ensure this is for
each contender to
decidehis
priorityrandomly,forexample,accordingtothe
number specified by a random number generator taking values
uniformlydistributed in [O, 11. Each contenderhashisown
randomnumbergenerator,andonly
he knowsthenumber
it
hasproduced.Tobegin,
based on hisnumber, each contender
sends a bit to a
decision maker. If these bits are not enough to
determine the leader, the decision maker requests a second bit,
and so on. At any stage the only information available to the
decisionmakeristhepastresponses.namelywhathasalready
been put down by the contenders. To resolve conflict as quickly
as possible we would like to minimize the expected number of
stages the decision maker has to go through. It is clear that any
good solutiontotheproblemconsidered
in[APS] translates
directlyintoa
Rood solutionfortheabove
multiDle access
problem.

< <

Proof of the Theorem.
The
proof
proceeds
in two
steps.
The
technique
is
motivated by the result
of[.4PS] that the expected number of
questions required to resolve conflict using the best right handed
strategy is strictly less than 2.5. We will show first, by induction on thenumber
of contenders,thatanyfinitestrategy
entails at least 2 questions on average to resolve conflict. Using
this we will bootstrap to show that any finite strategy whose
first question is not right handed requires on average more than
2.5 questions to resolve conflict. Clearly this suffices to establish
the theorem.
Beforeproceeding wemakeapreliminaryremark.
Since
every question is equivalent to its complement. we can assume
without loss of generality that a question contains the point 1.
This will be implicit without comment in the following.
Step 1 : We first show that for any strategy K , EK 2 2 , where
EK denotes
the
expected number of questions
required
to
resolve conflict under strategy K.
1. Consider the case of two contenders, K = 2. Let

In [APS] theoptimalstrategy
( andthecorresponding
expected number ofquesrions
is foundwithintheclass
of
srrategies of the following form : Given N , pick a number a(1)
E [o. 1)andask
"K'hohasanumber
bigger t h a na ( ] ) ? ".
Depending on the responses. pick a number a(2) and ask " Who
has his number bigger than a(2) ?", and so on. Let us call such
questions right-handed. Aquestion is righthanded if it is of
thetype : " Whohashisnumber
belongingto theset -4? " ,
where -.i is of the type (a, 11, for somea E [ O , 1). It is intui-

in EK = A < 2
Kf

If thefirstquestion
of K is notrighthandedtheleader
c a n n o t be immediately determined. Thus for every element
of
the sample space w . we require at least 2 questions, so EK 2 2.
K hasrighthandedfirst
K'e maythereforeassumethat
question of measure a. If the number of contenders answering
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yes to the first question
is 0 or 2 , we are left with a problem
identicaltotheonewestartedwith,andwe
need atleast A
more questions on average to resolve conflict. If only one of the
contenders answers yes to the first question we are immediately
through. Thus we see that

EK

2 2~ (1-u

t (ltA)(1-2a (1-a

Observe that for any a E [0,1] we have 2a (1-a )

As usual. what we mean by postulating a
genie is that we
permit ourselves to use different strategies on events on which
the genie gives us different answers. Clearly we can do no better
without the genie than we can with it.
If A contains the leader. the genie leaves us with the problem of determining the leader among the contenders in A which
exceed the leadingcontender in A', andthesecontendersare
independently and uniformly distributed on the portion of A
whichexceedstheleader
inA'.
Similarremarksapplywhen
the leader is in Ac.
Thus, except on the event where the leader
is in A and the
secondbestcontender
is in A' or vice versa,whicheventwe
denote r, werequire,by
Step 1. above, at least twomore
questions on average to determine the leader.
On I-, in any case.
we require at least one more question to be through. Thus if we
canprove thatthe measure of r is at most ?h wewillhave
proved the Theorem.
We first establish notation. Let meas (X) denote the measure of X, for X E [0,1]. If A consists of M disjoint' intervals. we
can think of [0,1] as broken up into right closed intervals

1)
<Vi. Thus

A
EKalt2
But the above holds for any K. Thus we have
A
Aalt2
it. A 22.
2 . Consider now the case of general N. By inductive hypothesis.
assume that we have proved, for any m
< N. that the expected
is at
number of questionstoresolveconflictforanystrategy
least 2. We willshowthatforanystrategy
K with N contenders the same holds. Suppose, on the contrary that
in E K - A < 2

f

-

AC~,A~,AC~-l'.'ACl,Al

Reasoning as before we may assume that the first question
of K is righthanded.Letithavemeasurea.Threetypes
of
responses are possible to the first question.
(i) Each contender, or none of them responds yes to the question. In this case we are left with a problem identical to the one
we started with and require at least A more questions to resolve
conflict.
(ii)Exactlyonecontenderrespondsyestothequestion.Then
we
are
immediately
through.
This
event
has
probability
N(1-a )"-'a.
(iii)Anywherefrom
2 to N-1 contendersrespondyestothe
question. Then by the inductive hypothesis, we require
at least
2 morequestions t o resolveconflict.Note
that once wehave
pinned down a nonzero number of contenders in a right handed
;et on thefirstquestion,it
is pointlesstoallowsubsequent
questions to intersect the complement of this set.
Thus we have

i =I

i=l

m a s (AC ), meus ( A j ) > 0 forallj = 1....,M exceptpossibly
wus (A"M) = 0.
We define t w o functions F and F on [0.1] by

F(x ) = m a s ( A m x .1]
P ( x ) = m a s ( A C m x -11

+

Notice that F(x ) F (x ) = 1-x .
Finally.definefunctions
S and D ( mnemonics for same
anddifferentrespectivelyby

S(x ) = F(x ) l(xmmber A)
D(x ) = F(x

l(xmmbm A'

+ P ( x ) l(xmmber A'
t F (x

l(xmmber A)

Thus S(x ) t D(x ) = 1-x .
The reader is invited to verify that

EK > N ( l - a ) N - ' ~ t (1 t A)(1 - N ( ~ - u ) " - ' u )

(r)=

j.wv

- o X ~ - *

D(x 1 dx

x =0

where, for the event (iii) we have
used that A < 2 . Noting that
for a E [0,1] we have N(1-a ) N - l a < V i , we have
A
EKalt2

and

But the above holds for any K. Thus we have

A
A 2 l t 2
i.e. A 2.
Step 2 : The final step is to use the above to show that
if K is
AaO.11 , is not
any finite strategy for which the first question,
right handed, then EK 2 2 . 5 . We directlyconsiderthecaseof
general N. Let A' denote the complement of A.
(i) Suppose that each contender or none responds yes to the first
question. Then, restricting to the set
of the first question or its
complement, we are left with a problem identical to the one we
started with, so that, by the analysis of Step 1. we see that we
need at least 2 more questions, on average to resolve conflict.
thefirst
(ii) If thenumber of contendersrespondingyesto
question is anywhere from 1 to X-1, we postulate the following
genie :
(a) The genie tells us which of the sets A and A' contains
the leader.
(b) If A contains the leader the genie tells us the value of
the leader among the contenders whose values are in
A'.
and the identities of the contenders whose values are in A
and which exceed the leading contender in A'.
genie tells US
(c) Similarly, if A' contains the leader, the
the value of the leader among the contenders in A, and the
in A' and
identities of thecontenderswhosevaluesare
which exceed the leading contender in A.

1

x ~ - ~ [ S ()X- D(x )] dx =

-

x =0

1

x~-~-&P(x dx

x =0

we have shown that m a s (r) 6 Yz and are finally done e n d p f .
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